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“The times may be uncertain, but BBNC will
continue to look for ways to support and sustain
our shareholders, region and communities. The
people of Bristol Bay are defined by resilience,
conviction and courage.”

BBNC President and CEO Jason Metrokin
loading COVID-19 supplies to communities

Everyone’s saying it—in
these uncertain times. It’s
become the mantra of
this crisis. And there’s no
doubt that the Coronavirus
(COVID-19) has upended
life as we knew it, here
in Alaska and across the
globe. As we look towards
the summer in Bristol Bay,
we’re typically awaiting
the longest days of the
year. We’re gearing up for
fishing, a mainstay of our
culture and a cornerstone
of the region’s economy.
As the uncertainty of

Letter from the
President

COVID-19 continues to
cloud the beginning of our
Alaska summer, it’s hard not
to wonder when we’ll get
back to some version of life
as we knew it.
The times may be
uncertain, but BBNC will
continue to look for ways
to support and sustain our
shareholders, region and
communities. The people
of Bristol Bay are defined
by resilience, conviction and
courage. These traits also
guide BBNC as we work our

way through uncertainty.
In the pages ahead, you’ll
read about BBNC’s efforts
to not just get through, but
to get beyond, COVID-19—
so that, when it’s safe, we
can find our new normal.

opportunity. BBNC carries
this same spirit forward
in everything we do. And
we’ll continue to innovate
as we navigate through this
together, our eyes fixed on
the better days ahead.

The days will still get
longer. The salmon will
still return. And we will
persevere. For centuries,
the people of Bristol Bay
have looked adversity in the
eye and resolved to keep
facing forward, adapting
to change and embracing

Stay healthy. Be well.
Support each other. And
continue to have hope.

Jason Metrokin
President & CEO

IN MEMORY
BBNC Board and staff extend our sincere condolences to the family and friends of those who have passd on:
Elizabeth A. Andrew
65, Dillingham, AK

Alfred E. Ivanoff Jr.
61, Naknek, AK

Donald W. MacPherson
57, Beltown, WA

Jonathan D. Solis
5, Reedley, CA

Katie M. Bowers
59, Dillingham, AK

Marie Jacobs
70, Anchorage, AK

Esther Yagie-Munson
66, Perryville, AK

William A. Stepanoff
89, Chignik, AK

Edward Dees
52, Nashville, GA

Carl W. Kalmakoff
49, Pilot Point, AK

Patsy Nelson
77, Dillingham, AK

Wassillie Tukaya
68, Anchorage, AK

Willie K. Echuck
86, Platinum, AK

Aaron G. Kalmakoff
30, Port Heiden, AK

Thomas A. Nukwak
34, Dillingham, AK

Rose A. Warren
71, Anchorage, AK

Elna C. Gripp
83, Candler, NC

Jovan K. E. Kapatak
5, Koliganek, AK

Amy E. Prestegard
82, Cathlamet, WA

Sacally Wonhola Jr.
52, New Stuyahok, AK

Bella W. Hammond
87, Port Alsworth, AK

Julia Kuchenoff
71, Homer, AK

Esther Rasmus
82, Juneau, AK

Arnold L. Yagie
44, Anchorage, AK

Jeffrey N. Hobson
60, Anchorage, AK

Daniel E. Larson
66, Willow, AK

Mike Rickteroff
62, Kokhanok, AK
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BBNC and Katmai Air employees loading COVID-19 supplies for Bristol Bay communities

Navigating the COVID-19 Pandemic
As we move into another
month of what has surely
been an unprecedented
moment for Bristol Bay,
Alaska, and the world,
we wanted to use this
edition of the Bay Report
to remind everyone
about the resources, best
practices, and protocols
available to navigate
COVID-19.
BBNC employee Carol Wren
helps ship face masks to villages
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As cities and states
around the country begin
to reopen— including
Alaska—it’s important to
remember that we can all
still play an important role
in slowing or stopping the
spread of the virus, even
while getting back to life
and to work.
We know social
distancing and taking
other precautions works.
Wearing masks while out
for essentials, staying six
or more feet away from
others, washing your
hands frequently, and
staying home to stay safe
are all easy ways each
of us can help stop the
spread of the virus.

BBNC has been taking
proactive steps to invest
in, support, and protect
our shareholders and
communities since the
start of the outbreak. We
swiftly set up a response
team to assess and meet
the needs of individuals,
businesses, and
communities throughout
Bristol Bay. This has made
it possible for our villages
to attain basic needs—
whether that’s food,
cleaning and medical
supplies, or personal
protective equipment, all
essential to helping stop
the spread and ensuring
most people can stay at
home safely with the least
amount of disruption.

BBNC COVID-19 response
website: bbcovidresponse.net

We have set up a
COVID-19 Response
website where residents
and businesses of Bristol
Bay and shareholders
outside the region can
find resources to provide
the necessary support
to keep small businesses
and non-profits viable,
to provide essential
medical, banking, and
education resources, and
to ensure that everyone

in our communities have the
information, the facts, and
the resources to pull through
this and to come out
stronger on the other side.
BBNC has also been making
financial investments in our
region to help sustain our
communities through the
economic downturn that
has resulted throughout
the pandemic. In April, we
invested $250,000 in our
Bristol Bay communities for
COVID-19 relief. We also
made a $50,000 donation to
the Bristol Bay Food Bank
and a $25,000 donation to
the Food Bank of Alaska.
We want to ensure that
individuals and families have
food on the table during a
time when so many of us are
feeling an economic pinch
because of lost employment,
furloughs, or reduced wages.
As we move into the summer
months and the reopening
of our state, remember
that BBNC is here to help
you navigate the lingering
changes and effects brought
about by COVID-19. We
want all of our communities
to stay as healthy, safe, and
resilient as possible.
Please continue to visit
bbcovidresponse.net
and join BBNC’s Bristol
Bay COVID-19 Response
Facebook group for updated
resources and information as
we go onward, together.
Katmai Air
delivering supplies
to Chignik Lagoon

RECIPE CORNER: FIDDLEHEAD STIR FRY
Ingredients:
1 tablespoon oil (olive, corn, bacon
fat, or butter)
2 cups cleaned fiddleheads
¼ cup chopped wild green onions
or diced onion
1 teaspoon garlic
2 cups chopped stinging nettles
¼ teaspoon salt or any preferred
special seasonings
Directions:
1. Heat oil in a pan.
2. Put fiddleheads, onions, and
garlic in pan and stir fry until
fiddleheads turn bright green.
3. Add stinging nettles (use gloves
when handling nettles until they are
cooked) and stir fry until leaves are
wilted.
4. Add salt or preferred seasoning.
Recipe from Michelle Ravenmoon,
Pope Vannoy, AK

TWO WAYS TO WIN CASH!
Shareholders who have direct deposit and/or a stock will on file that has been
updated within the last five years are entered into quarterly prize drawings.
Easily update your direct deposit and ensure you have a stock will on file by
logging into your myBBNC account at mybbnc.net or download the paper
forms at www.bbnc.net. For any questions, contact Shareholder Services at
shareholders@bbnc.net or (907) 278-3602. The next deadline is August 17!

Summer Stock Will
Winners:

Summer Direct Deposit
Winners:

$500 - Matthew A. Brown

$500 - Kyle L. Catalone

$250 - Jeannie M. Lind

$250 - Windy S. Seto

$250 - Barbara H. Moore

$250 - Helene M. Lind

$250 - Robert N. Dean Jr.

$250 - John M. Groat

$250 - Sunny M. Barnett

$250 - Shane H. Nukwak

$100 - Martha Kozevnikoff

$100 - Barbara I. Gust

$100 - Jamie L. Jacko

$100 - Michael A. Roehl

$100 - Emma J. Kruse

$100 - Bertha M. Paul

$100 - Justin D. Stepanoff

$100 - Rachel N. Richardson

$100 - John M. Reeb Jr.

$100 - Aaron J. Phillips
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2020 ANNUAL MEETING OF SHAREHOLDERS
The 2020 Annual Meeting of Shareholders is scheduled for Saturday, October 3, 2020 at 10:00 a.m., tentatively
scheduled in Anchorage, Alaska. BBNC will provide more details about the annual meeting and any impacts to the
meeting due to COVID-19 in proxy materials which will be mailed out in mid-August.
The meeting will be held for the purpose of electing four Directors to three-year terms ending in 2023, as well as
reviewing the corporation’s performance for the fiscal year ended March 31, 2020.

ANNUAL
MEETING
WEBCAST
The 2020 annual
meeting will be
broadcast live on
the web! This live
webcast will allow
shareholders to
login to a BBNC
website and watch
the annual meeting
in real time on
October 3.
More information
will be available in
your proxy material
and in the fall
newsletter.

ANNUAL REPORT & PROXY MATERIALS:
WHAT WILL YOU RECEIVE?
BBNC will be electronically delivering an annual meeting packet to voting shareholders
over 18 who have an email on file and have opted-in for electronic communications on
the myBBNC portal at mybbnc.net.
Those who have not opted-in to receive electronic communications at mybbnc.net will
receive a paper annual meeting packet.
Here’s what you can look for in August:
1. Annual Report: This report details the financial activities of the corporation for the
2020 fiscal year, ended March 31, 2020.
2. Notice of Annual Meeting and Proxy Statement: This is an official announcement
of the 2020 BBNC Annual Meeting of Shareholders, which explains the purpose of the
meeting. The proxy statement explains the issues that are expected to come before the
shareholders at the annual meeting and instructions for completing and returning your
signed proxy or an online proxy prior to the annual meeting.
3. BBNC Proxy: Shareholders will receive a paper proxy as well as an electronic PIN to
vote online instead of by mail. By submitting your proxy online through BBNC’s Online
Voting system at www.bbncvote.net, you’ll be eligible for special online voting cash
prizes!
4. Return Envelope: The postage-paid envelope to be used to return your proxy.
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2020 BBNC BOARD SLATE SELECTED
The BBNC Nominating
Committee (Peter Andrew Jr.,
Hazel Nelson, H. Robin Samuelsen
Jr. and Kimberly Williams)
reviewed all complete BBNC
Board of Director applications,
conducted interviews and made
recommendations for four seats to
the full board.
Each year, four positions on the
BBNC Board of Directors are up
for election. This year, 25 BBNC
shareholders submitted complete
applications.
The BBNC Board selected the
following shareholders for the
BBNC Board slate of candidates:
Wassiliisia “DeeDee” Bennis,
Joseph L. Chythlook, Greta L.
Goto, and Russell S. Nelson.
Shareholders seeking a position
on the BBNC Board may have
their name listed on the printed
ballot to be voted at the annual
meeting if they submit their name
by Wednesday, September 23,
2020 to Sr. Vice President, Deputy
General Counsel and Chief
Compliance Officer Sara Peterson
by calling (907) 278-3602 or
(800) 426-3602.

Wassiliisia “DeeDee” Bennis

Joseph L. Chythlook

Greta L. Goto

Russell S. Nelson

HAPPY RETIREMENT TO APRIL FERGUSON!
After more than 23 years of serving
BBNC, its shareholders and the Bristol Bay
region, BBNC shareholder April Ferguson,
who worked as BBNC’s Executive Vice
President, General Counsel and Corporate
Secretary retired in March.
During her tenure with BBNC, April
was a strong mentor and empowered
young Alaska Native professionals. As an
executive leader, she helped develop the
foundation that allowed BBNC to grow to
the corporation it is today.
April represented the Bristol Bay region
and served as Chair of the Alaska
Federation of Natives Legislative and
Litigation Committee. She has been a

fierce advocate for a transparent and fair
redistricting process in Alaska, and the Get
Out the Native Vote initiative.
April’s commitment and dedication to
BBNC’s mission and values has created
invaluable opportunities for the Native
community and the Bristol Bay region.
April was recently inducted into the Alaska
Women’s Hall of Fame and is an example
of achievement through perseverance,
vision, ingenuity, and strength.
BBNC is thankful for April’s countless
contributions to BBNC and our lands,
resources, employees and shareholders.
We wish her a happy retirement!
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SHAREHOLDER-OWNED BUSINESS HIGHLIGHT:
OLHAUSEN CONSTRUCTION AND MANAGEMENT, LLC
Originally from Perryville, BBNC shareholder Clarence Olhausen
has owned Olhausen Construction and Management, LLC for four
years.
Located in Anchorage and serving Wasilla, Fairbanks, Eagle River
and surrounding areas, Olhausen Construction and Management
LLC is an independent general contracting firm that performs
residential and commercial construction and remodeling.
For more information, visit: www.olhausenconstruction.com.

WELCOME
We would like to welcome our newest shareholders to the
BBNC family:
Deandre D. Andersen

Brianna E. Knabe

Penelope R. Anderson

Jean L. Krause

Zion H. Barnes

Karlee J. Krause

Mellannie R. R. Blatchford

Riley E. Krause

Kimberly A. Burton

Josephine K. Krier

Karen M. Carlson

Rylan J. Krier

Breezy L. Carlson

Aidan L. Kvasnikoff

Shelly D. Q. Cleveland

Kinikia L. M. A. Larson

Billie L. E. Dean

Sadie E. Larson-Blair

Destiny C. DeGroote

Derek W. Larson-Blair

Noah N. H. Delkittie

Mya M. Lockuk

Shayna R. Etuckmelra

Sheryl N. Maney

Rayna E. Etuckmelra

Robin E. D. Masterman

Julia A. Etuckmelra

Tambria M. Matson

Kayden T. Galloway

Alvin R. McCartney

Riley M. Galloway

Bryan L. McCartney

Angelina O. Gessells

Darrin C. Nanalook

Lola J. Giles

Briahna R. Nickerson

Linda L. A. Hansen

Mary O. B. Nickolai

Paul A. Hansen

Everett L. Reigh

Elizabeth J. Heyano

August W. Reigh

Jayden J. Heyano

Adalgisa S. Reigh

Olivia L. Jefferies

Khloe R. Serradell

Bruce B. L. John

Ezekiel R. Solano

Venessa M. John

George D. Tibbetts

Isaac A. G. John-Giles

Lindsay M. Ward

Julianna A. F. Johnson
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SHAREHOLDER
INFORMATIONAL MEETINGS
Due to COVID-19, the list of BBNC’s 2020
Informational Meeting locations are still to be
determined. We will keep shareholders updated as
new information is available in the proxy material
and on BBNC’s website at www.bbnc.net.
The Shareholder Informational Meetings
normally run from August through September
and are designed to inform shareholders of the
corporation’s performance over the last fiscal year
and allow them the opportunity to engage with
board members and staff.

2020 SHAREHOLDER OF THE
YEAR NOMINATIONS
During the annual meeting,
we will announce the names
of four shareholders who
will be honored as BBNC
Elder of the Year, Citizen
of the Year, Student of the
Year and the newly created
category, Small Business of
the Year!
Complete the online
nomination form today at
www.bbnc.net. Nominations
may be made by individuals
or organizations.

BBNC’s 2019 Citizen of
the Year Amber Webb

The deadline for
nominations is Friday,
July 24, 2020 at 5:00 p.m.

2020 CENSUS RESUMES!

PATH TO PROSPERITY 2020

After being paused due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the U.S.
Census Bureau has resumed delivering forms to households
without a physical address and will be using governmentprovided protective equipment.

Path to Prosperity 2019 finalists

Each response to the Census increases the amount of funding
for hospitals, roads, fire departments, public services, and
much more for the next 10 years. If a Native family of four
is not counted, their community loses $14,000 in funding
annually.
The Census is only 10 questions and takes 10 minutes to
complete. Easily respond online at my2020census.gov or
by calling 1-884-330-2020!
Don’t forget these two steps when responding to maximize
funding to tribal communities and programs:

1
2

If you’re Native or live in a mixed Native and nonNative household, list the Native person as “Person 1”
on question 5. (They do NOT have to be male or pay
more than half the household expenses).
List the name of your tribe or village on question 9
(not your regional or village corporation). Find the list
of tribes at www.bbnc.net/alaska-counts-2020-census/.

Bristol Bay Development Fund is hosting another
round of Path to Prosperity in 2020! Businesses
who applied in 2019 and did not receive a
financial award, are encouraged to apply again.
Path to Prosperity is a start-up boot camp and
a business plan competition for which financial
awards will be made to the winning concepts.
More information will be available in the next
few months. For additional information, contact
Cindy Mittlestadt at P2PBristolBay@bbnc.net or
call (907) 265-7865.

DIAMOND POINT ACQUISITION
“This is an investment that will benefit our shareholders
and Alaska for many years to come. It is a win-win for
BBNC and Igiugig Village Council,” summed up BBNC
President and CEO Jason Metrokin. “Diamond Point is
an opportunity to provide shareholders with good jobs
that are close to home.”
“When business partners are aligned in economic
mission and geography, opportunities and discussions
can quickly lead to positive partnerships,” said Iliaska
Environmental Manager and IVC Council Member
Christina Salmon-Bringhurst. “We are excited for the
potential opportunities this partnership can provide for
our region.”

In early April, BBNC completed an investment in the
Diamond Point Quarry on the west side of Cook Inlet
near Iliamna Bay and Cottonwood Bay, due west of
Homer. BBNC, through subsidiary Bristol Bay Resource
Investments, LLC, (BBRI) is now a minority owner in
Diamond Point, LLC, alongside Iliaska Environmental,
LLC, a subsidiary of Igiugig Village Council (IVC). BBNC’s
Land Department will oversee BBRI’s involvement in the
quarry operations.

Diamond Point Quarry has a large volume of armor
rock that can be used in construction projects in the
Cook Inlet region, throughout the Alaska Peninsula,
and potentially on projects elsewhere in Bristol Bay.
Iliaska Environmental has been working to develop the
quarry site. With BBNC’s investment, Diamond Point is
now positioned to blast and sell rock this year.
Anyone with questions about Diamond Point can
contact BBNC’s Natural Resource Manager Russell
Phelps at rphelps@bbnc.net.
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Camai,

BBNCEF BOARD
OF DIRECTORS

First, students, we are so proud of you.
We know that these months have been
difficult as you have weathered the storm of
COVID-19 and all the unpredictability that
goes along with it. Thank you for reaching
out to us. We have heard your stories of
balancing family obligations, work and
school—and it hasn’t been easy. We know
you’ve had to make some tough choices,
and we know you made the right call. While
we don’t know what the coming months will
bring us, BBNCEF will be here to support
students.

Marie Paul
President
Dan Cheyette
Vice President
Patrick Patterson III
Treasurer
Andria Agli
Secretary
Annie Fritze
Director
Jason Metrokin
Director
Michelle Ravenmoon
Director
Terrence Shanigan
Director

BBNCEF STAFF
Aleesha Towns-Bain
Executive Director
Angela Peacock
Program Manager

As hard as it may be to not be able to
close out school years without some of the
Aleesha Towns-Bain
celebrations that we are used to, we want to
loading COVID-19
celebrate your achievements! Don’t forget
supplies to communities
to email us at BBNCEF@bbnc.net to let us
know if you are graduating, and send photos. We will include these in social media
posts and newsletter celebrations. Don’t forget to celebrate yourself too! We’ve
loved hearing stories of Zoom party graduations, social distance proms, and future
graduation parties. The ideas, like your future, are limitless.
Aleesha Towns-Bain

BBNCEF BOARD RECRUITING

Kay Larson-Blair
Program Officer

Thank you to our corporate
donors and contributors for
giving.

Megan Johnson
Program Assistant
Irene Fritze
Office Administrator

BBNC Education
Foundation (BBNCEF)
111 West 16th Ave.
Suite 400
Anchorage, AK 99501
(907) 278-3602
bbncef@bbnc.net
www.bbnc.net/bbncef
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BECOME A
BBNCEF DONOR!

You can donate to the
Education Foundation online
by going to www.bbncef.org
and selecting DONATE. You
can make a single gift, or sign
up for a recurring donation.
Two BBNCEF board seats will be filled in October.
Service on the board is non-paid/voluntary. To
apply, please submit a letter of interest and
resume that outlines your education, work history,
community involvement and nonprofit or other
relevant experience that may be beneficial to the
Foundation. Letters and resumes must be received
by Wednesday, July 1, 2020, at 5:00 p.m. AK time.
Please email applications to BBNCEF at
atowns-bain@bbnc.net or via mail to the mailing
address on the left.

These generous gifts
make it possible for BBNC
shareholder students to reach
and attain their education
and training goals. In each
and every way that you
contribute, we thank you
for all you do to support
students and cultural heritage
in Bristol Bay.

BBNCEF HIGHER
EDUCATION
SCHOLARSHIP

BBNCEF WELCOMES NEW PROGRAM ASSISTANT
Megan Johnson, Yup’ik, has joined the BBNCEF
staff as its program assistant to support both
scholarship and cultural heritage programs. She was
born and raised in Anchorage, and has family ties in
Dillingham. Megan graduated with a bachelor’s in
economics with a minor in business administration
from the University of Alaska Anchorage in 2019.
Megan worked previously as Program Director with
the Alaska Native Science and Engineering Program
Middle School Academy and has worked with every
program throughout their pipeline.

BBNCEF extended the
Higher Education and Longterm Vocational Scholarship
Program deadline to
May 15, 2020. After the
Scholarship Committee
meets, BBNCEF will
contact students regarding
scholarship awards. If
you need to reach a staff
member regarding the
Scholarship Program, you
can contact Angela Peacock
at apeacock@bbnc.net or
(907) 265-7856.

Megan looks forward to creating a positive impact for
shareholders and helping them navigate the college
and scholarship process. Megan started learning
Japanese at the age of five and can speak it fluently.
Megan’s hobbies include rock climbing, hiking,
traveling, and spending time at her family's cabin.

2020 NEQA DERBY IS GOING VIRTUAL!
The third annual Neqa Derby is going virtual! While we are sad the
pandemic won’t allow us to cast our lines together this year, we are
hopeful the true spirit of this event will continue.
Visit neqaderby.net to make a donation that supports Bristol Bay
students and cultural heritage. As a thank you for your gift, donors
will also become eligible for some awesome fish-inspired prizes.
Together, we can make sure BBNCEF’s mission continues to make
impact. You can also sign up and save the date for the Neqa Derby
on the Nushagak River for June 18-20, 2021.
You can find updates and information at neqaderby.net.
Laura Lemons, STVE
Scholarship Awardee

CONGRATS 2020 STVE SCHOLARSHIP AWARDEES!
From January to
March 2020:
Ivory Adajar
Travis Hobson
Laura Lemons
Kaylyn Mitchell
Tyler Ravelo
Kimberly Savo
Alexander Tallekpalek

Financial resources to support short-term vocational
training (STVE) opportunities are now available through the
BBNC Shareholder Development Department. Designed
to assist shareholders, descendants, and spouses to gain,
maintain or advance in employment, BBNC’s Employment
Support and Training Support programs are another way
BBNC promotes the success of our shareholder community.
To learn more about these programs and to access the
applications, please email Casey Sifsof at csifsof@bbnc.net.
You can also reach Shareholder Development staff about
BBNC’s programs by calling 1-800-426-3602.
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SUBSIDIARY NEWS
COPING WITH COVID-19
BBNC’s subsidiary STS Solutions and Training, LLC provides approximately 140 Health Promotion Technicians and
Health Educators to a variety of Army Wellness Centers around the world. Below is information excerpted from a
flyer that Ft. Carson Army Wellness Center in Colorado published and delivered to promote positivity during the
COVID-19 pandemic.
For more information on ways to stay on track during this time of uncertainty, visit BBNC’s COVID-19 Response
website at www.bbcovidresponse.net.
SELF CARE PRACTICES:
•

Develop new boundaries
to balance work and home
responsibilities

•

Carve out a few minutes to
focus on self

•

Maintain as much routine
and consistency as possible

•

Create a goal or develop a
skill to help you cope with
free time

BE MINDFUL OF HOW
YOU’RE COPING:

CONTROLLABLE FACTORS:
•

Developing a new routine

•

•

Keeping safe by adhering current guidelines

•

Practicing self-care

•

Creating new boundaries for home and work
responsibilities

•

Staying connected with loved ones

•

Stress/boredom eating

•

Unnecessary online
shopping

•

•
•

How much time you’re
spending on social media,
TV, Netflix, etc.

•

Excess use of alcohol,
nicotine, etc.

•

Frequent mood swings

Find time to exercise,
stretch, or walk each day
Create a gratitude list

Spending too much time in
bed when not asleep

NON-CONTROLLABLE FACTORS:
•

Length of pandemic outbreak

•

Travel ban restrictions

•

Amount of time we are forced to telework

•

Change in job status

•

How long kids will be home

